recently advanced an unconventional view on protein folding. By analyzing the spatial neighborhoods of amino acid residues in an extensive set of structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), the authors concluded that preferential interactions between amino acid residues do not drive protein folding. In this connection, it should be noted that preferential interactions between amino acids are the basis for introducing knowledge-based potentials, which in turn provide the underpinning for present day three-dimensional protein structure prediction by modeling and simulation (2-5 and references therein). Instead of these preferential interactions, Mittal et al. indicate that "protein folding is a direct consequence of a narrow band of stoichiometric occurrences of amino-acids in the primary sequences" (1). According to the authors, this observation is akin to Chargaff's discovery that the molar ratios of adenine and thymine and that of guanine and cytosine in DNA were not far from unity (6).
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This assertion runs counter to prevalent views, most notably the decades-old consensus that hydrophobic interactions is a major driving force for folding (7, 8) .
The view of Mittal et al. is counterintuitive because folded proteins do have a "hydrophobic inside, polar outside" organization; the average buried area (not exposed to solvent) of an amino acid residue in folded proteins correlates with its hydrophobicity (9). The authors' conclusion is all the more puzzling in light of established statistical potentials derived from the PDB that clearly demonstrate preferences in contacts among amino acids (10-12). A major contribution to those preferences is none other than the hydrophobic effect (13).
The conclusion of Mittal et al. was based on enumerating the spatial distribution of pairs of Cα positions among PDB structures. For each of the 20 × 20 pairs of the twenty types of amino acids, they obtained the number of residue pairs (termed "contacts") within a variable distance from each other (the residues were referred to as "neighbors" regardless of distance), and fitted the distance dependence of the number of such contacts to a particular sigmoidal-shaped function. They found that the fitted sigmoidal trends were similar for all 20 × 20 types of neighbors, and that asymptotically (at large distances) the number of contacts of an amino acid type is proportional to its overall composition in the PDB structures considered. They interpreted the results of this "neighborhood analysis" of theirs (1) as implying a lack of preferential interactions. Mittal et al. did not address the inconsistency of their conclusion with established statistical potentials. But this contradiction is significant because it should not have arisen. After all, the authors' results and the statistical potentials were both derived from the PDB.
Is Mittal et al.' s assertion warranted by the analysis they presented? To answer this question, it is instructive to perform a neighborhood analysis on the hydrophobic-polar (HP) model ( Figure 1 ). Folded structures of short HP sequences configured on the two-dimensional square lattice have ratios of inside and outside residues similar to those of real proteins (14). The only favorable interaction energy in the HP model is that between a pair of H residues that are not next to each other along the chain sequence but are spatial nearest neighbors on the lattice. Although this simple potential does not provide a full account of protein energetics (15), it captures important features of the sequence to structure mapping of real proteins (16), and thus is a valuable tool for studying molecular evolution (17 In Figure 1 , the behavior exhibited in (A) for a single HP sequence with n = 25 residues (18) are similar to that in (C) for more than six thousand n = 18 HP sequences (17). Both , the "number of contacts" (vertical axis) is the number of residue positions within a given distance (horizontal axis, in unit of lattice bond length) from a residue of a given type (H or P). Results in (A) are for the HP sequence and structure in (B). The curve labeled "H-H" (red circles) shows the sum of numbers of H residues in the neighborhood of each H residue; the curve labeled "H-P or P-H" (green circles) shows the sum of numbers of P residues in the neighborhood of each H residue, and vice versa; similarly, the curve labeled "P-P" (blue diamonds) shows the sum of numbers of P residues in the neighborhood of each P residue. (B) The HP sequence studied in (A) is one of 325 HP sequences determined by Irbäck and Troein to encode uniquely for the structure shown (18) . H and P residues are drawn as red and blue beads, respectively. The concentric dotted circles illustrate the neighborhoods of a residue. Results in (C) are for 6,349 18-residue HP sequences that encode uniquely, with each sequence contributing equally to the data plotted. A total of 1,475 different native structures are encoded by these sequences (17). For this set of 6,349 sequences, the overall P/H ratio of fractional occurrence is equal to 51,602/62,680 = 0.8233. 3 in three dimensions, where r ex is a threshold r value below which contacts are impossible because of excluded volume. (In Mtital et al. (1) , the number of contacts ~ r 4 for small r; a larger exponent of ≈ 4 instead of 3 is apparently needed in their formulation to compensate for the effect of r ex .) For a structure with chain length n, the total number of contacts as defined by Mittal et al. is n − 3 for every residue not at the chain ends and n − 2 for the two terminal residues. Thus, aside from a small chain-end correction, the total number of contacts so defined for a residue type is necessarily proportional to its fractional occurrence. This is illustrated by the structure in Figure 1B . It has a P/H residue ratio of 12/13 = 0.9231, which is almost identical to the corresponding ratio of 265/287 = 0.9233 for the total number of contacts. In general, for a collection of structures (labeled by i) with chain lengths n i and compositions φ a i for any amino acid type a, the total fractional occurrence of the amino acid type a is, by definition, ∑ i n i φ a i / ∑ i n i and the total number of contacts of a is essentially ∑ i n i (n i -3) φ a i . It follows that an approximate proportionality relationship between the overall fractional occurrence and the total number of contacts of an amino acid type as observed by Mittal et al. is expected if n i is a constant (as in Figure 1C ), or if φ a i varies little with n i -which is apparently the case for real proteins.
In Figure 1C , the overall sigmoidal shapes for the H and P contacts are similar. Yet a P residue is on average 3.65 times more exposed than an H residue in this set of structures. Therefore, similarity of the overall sigmoidal fits for different residues does not necessarily imply a lack of preferential interactions. Because the HP model interactions have a short spatial range, the differences between H and P contacts are apparent for small neighborhood distances but the differences are less conspicuous if one takes a panoramic view and assigns equal significance to "contacts" at all neighborhood distances when fitting the data to sigmoidal functions. Mittal et al. noted deviations from their overall fits at small neighborhood distances but dismissed the deviations as "only noise in the data" (1) . However, if most interactions among real amino acids have short spatial ranges, behaviors at small neighborhood distances should be regarded as key signals for the underlying physics, not noise in the data. Mittal et al. did not identify the amino acid types of the data points for small neighborhood distances in their Figure 3A -D. If provided, this information would help resolve the contradiction between the authors' conclusion and the preferential interactions underscored by statistical potentials (10-12).
Although the conclusion of Mittal et al. is not supported by the evidence presented thus far, the authors' suggestion of a near-universal amino acid composition among globular proteins is thought-provoking and deserves further investigation. If validated, it would be extremely interesting to relate this organization principle to the study of evolution of the genetic code (19) as well as theoretical perspectives that emphasize interaction heterogeneity (13, 20) as a critical requirement for efficiency (20) and cooperativity (15) of protein folding. In this as in any scientific endeavor, it is prudent to heed Chargaff's timeless advice: "generalizations in science are both necessary and hazardous; they carry a semblance of finality which conceals their essentially provisional character" (6) .
